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1CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Wireless LAN 
IEEE 802 community introduced the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN standard in 
1997. The emergence of the standard has taken place over the conventional 
HiperLAN and HomeRF implementation, which also utilized the same spectrum of 
2.4GHz and 5GHz unlicensed ISM band. Throughout these years, wireless LAN 
technology has gained popularity that can be seen in the incredible growth in wireless 
LAN products. With the guidance of Wi-Fi Alliance, manufacturers are competing in 
this industry to produce standard Wi-Fi complaint devices from chipsets to end 
products like client adaptors and access points.
The major benefits of wireless LAN technology is flexibility and mobility. 
Wireless LAN plays an important role to support some real time applications like 
Voice over IP (VoIP) in lowering cost and providing higher data throughput. 
Therefore, evolution of this famous technology is in a rapid progress since it still 
lacks flexibility and mobility especially in the area of wireless authentication for fast 
and secure roaming. Currently, wireless LAN technology allows roaming with 
security disabled. If the security is enabled, mobility is restricted within a Basic 
Service Set (BSS). When moving away into Extended Service Set (ESS) or to inter 
ESS, time critical application will suffer from packets drop or even disconnection 
during the roaming process.  
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existing and proposed solution are introduced and partially implemented. The thesis 
evaluates the performance and security of common Extensible Authentication 
Protocol (EAP) methods and handoff process. It provides wireless implementor a 
reference to deploy the wireless LAN authentication securely and the handoff process 
efficiently.
1.1.2 Authentication Technology 
Authentication means proving an instance to be genuine. In network security, 
authentication serves two purposes; to identify between communication parties and to 
validate originality of data. The process is a lot easier when performed in the real 
world, where our senses can directly interact with the instance. In virtual network 
environment, only streams of data are presented to the authenticator.  
Authentication is held when the prover asserts his identity using some facts or 
secret piece of knowledge shared with the authenticator. There are various instances 
and techniques to prove or identify the assertion of peer identity. The most common 
authentication instances of human presence are password. When technology evolves, 
several instances emerged, for example digital certificate, smart card and biometrics. 
Techniques of authentication are even designed and developed in a great 
number of ways. It is based on the ways to apply the cryptography with the instance. 
For example, challenge handshake authentication protocol (CHAP) schemes, which 
have been used since earlier 1980’s, are hash of password together with random 
challenge.
 Authentication in wireless LAN is a mandatory process. Besides proving the 
identity of both ends (mutual authentication between client and authentication server), 
a shared key is generated to protect subsequent communication sessions. However, as 
stated in security techniques of IEEE 802.11 standard [1] called Wired Equivalent 
Privacy (WEP), authentication implemented in data link layer with two modes (Open 
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compromised. This is due to implementing authentication only in data link layer 
without invocation from upper layer, and due to this limitation, the algorithm was 
unprofessionally designed. Because of the security flaws in authentication algorithm, 
the security task group has redesigned the algorithm for implementation of IEEE 
802.1X standard [2] and Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) [3]. 
1.2     Problem Statement 
The WEP protocol is intended to provide data privacy and authenticity for 
IEEE 802.11 wireless local area network (WLAN) standard. However, improper 
implementations of the WEP in WLAN have led to this algorithm open to a wide 
variety of attacks.
The IEEE 802.11i standard [4] has provided a guideline on how to adopt the 
higher layer authentication and key management schemes. With the flexibility of EAP, 
proprietary authentication methods has been introduced and implemented, but some 
of the method like Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP) did not 
address the limitation of implementing such schemes in wireless environment. This 
may lead to the implementation vulnerable to attacks or compromising the 
performance. This is especially when only human memorable password is only used 
in authenticating server and client. The authentication method must take into 
consideration dictionary attacks, online guessing attacks or the disclosure of server’s 
password file. Furthermore, the certificate based authentication like Transport Layer 
Security [30, 31, 36] is hardly deployed. It is also incumbent end users to check the 
validity of certificate. Certificate based authentication authenticates the certificate 
holder and not the user itself. In other word, stolen certificate with private key allows 
the thief impersonating the certificate holder. Token based authentication methods 
like SecurID [69] would probably increase the cost of security investment, because 
token card (smart card) and reader devices are expensive. It is not practicable in 
public wireless LAN when portability is required.
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communities where implementation for the security as well as the performance must 
be taken into account. ITU [50] has recommended the handoff latency must less than 
50ms in order to provide seamless roaming for real-time connection oriented 
application. By using current wireless LAN devices, this figure is not achievable 
because latency is mainly contributed by the station scanning phase. Latency in re-
authentication phase can be avoided by employing a pre-authentication which is 
defined in IEEE 802.11i standard [4]. However, this method overloads the 
authentication server resource that has to handle enormous pre-authentication request. 
The existing proprietary solution achieves the desired performance but needs addition 
of roaming server to be implemented.  
Based on the above, the identified problems can be defined as follows: 
i) Deployment and management of the existing authentication methods 
(certificate based and token based) are very cumbersome. 
ii) There is lack of strong password-only method for EAP authentication in 
wireless LAN. Although there are about forty EAP methods, some of the 
password-only methods are not safe to use as standalone method [5], while 
others are related to the issue of intellectual property and patent restriction. 
iii) Pre-authentication method highly loads the authentication server resource. 
Other solutions like Cisco Centralized Key Management (CCKM) [70] 
need extra network infrastructure. 
1.3     Objectives of Research 
Based on the above problems, the objectives of research are: 
i) Study the existing security implementations and its’ performance impact 
on wireless LAN. 
ii) Propose a more secure and better performance password-based 
authentication algorithm. 
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iv) Implement and evaluate the performance of authentication algorithm and 
wireless LAN handoff method. 
1.4     Scope of Work 
The research scope is focused on: 
i) Development of the password-based authentication method on top of EAP 
used in communication between wireless client and authentication server.
ii) Linux operating system will become the platform for the authentication 
algorithm (software) implementation, where open source software 
FreeRADIUS, HostAP, xsupplicant and wpa_supplicant is deployed to be 
the authentication server, access point and wireless client respectively. 
iii) Security of authentication methods is evaluated based on the known threats 
in wireless LAN. 
iv) Performance of authentication methods is evaluated and compared through 
implementation and theory. 
v) Optimization of handoff process is based on Inter Access Point Protocol 
(IAPP) by introducing extra key management technique. 
vi) The handoff process is just a theoretical proposal. 
1.5     Research Contributions 
 The contributions of this research are identified as: 
1. Enriching the study of security and performance of common authentication 
methods and the proposed password-based authentication. 
62. Implementation of a proposed password-based authentication as an EAP 
method.
3. A study of security and performance of handoff technique. 
1.6 Thesis Outline 
This thesis presents the latest wireless LAN security technology, from 
conceptual theory to a practical implementation. Two main contribution areas, 
authentication and handoff, are emphasized throughout the thesis.
In chapter 1, the latest evolution in wireless technologies is described. The 
problems of current wireless LAN technology, which led to the motivation of this 
research, are also presented. Research objectives, scope of work and area of 
contribution are stated. 
Chapter 2 describes current status of wireless LAN security in details. This 
includes information about amendments by the standard body on wireless LAN 
standard, brief explanation on previous standard, the main security flaws in the 
previous standard and brief overview on new wireless LAN security standard. Other 
security mechanism is also explained briefly. Later in the chapter, how public key 
cryptography is used in conjunction with password authentication and key agreement, 
and application of concept of Zero Knowledge Password Proof are discussed.  
Chapter 3 explains and compares the authentication methods from various 
aspects. At the beginning of this chapter, the aims and goals of choosing an 
authentication method are defined, where three main aspects are considered. Existing 
and the proposed authentication methods are described in details in the last section. 
Their advantage and disadvantage compared with the proposed method are discussed 
and summarized.   
Chapter 4 contains the answers on performance and security requirements in 
the wireless LAN handoff process. Comparison on a few existing techniques used to 
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hardware processing power consumption. The thesis introduces an enhanced version 
to the existing technique by using extra key management process during full 
authentication phase. However this is a theoretical proposal. Implementation of the 
handoff technique is based on the standard recommendation. The result aids to obtain 
an estimated value of the proposed technique. 
Chapter 5 illustrates the project implementation. The components and 
configuration of the test bed is demonstrated. It proceeds to discuss the research 
methodology and project execution. Finally, method of data collection and the results 
is shown with the relevant discussion.
Chapter 6 summarizes and concludes the research. It concludes the security 
strength of the proposed authentication method, and the need of future maintenance 
and management for client and server. It also discusses the remaining security issues 
that may lead to security breach. The thesis suggests the alignment with pre-release 
standards to enable interoperability in future work. Additional network infrastructure 
like user database must be supplemented to RADIUS server as the path to build a 
comprehensive network.  
